
Appendix I – Survey Responses: Issues to consider for planning 

Q6 What other issues would you like to see considered in future planning for Montague Rd?  

Here below are all the individual responses received to this question.   

Individual comments frequently contained multiple issues.  As a result, the data was coded by colour to create the pie chart in 

the body of this Community Engagement Report. Here is the colour chart used. 

 

Car management stratégies  
A bridge to Toowong. 

Volume of traffic on the weekends is massive. Any improvements on the radar would be greatly appreciated 

Empty the road over to St Lucia and / or Toowong with a bridge. 

Reduced parking and protected bike turn lanes 

More low income housing 

Footpaths and bike paths are only usable if they are not constantly blocked by parked vehicles, construction, etc. Design  
footpaths and bike lanes so that they can’t be blocked by vehicles! 

Very limited car access with focus on well integrated public transport. Montague Road can become the public transport 
artery. 
Focus on green malls at various strategic places along the length of Montague Road which have some connectivity  
to/integration with the public green spaces along the river. 

Reduce the number of cars on the road: one lane only, speed limit of 30kmh, reduced number of car parks. 
More green spaces and public space. 
More pedestrian crossings and separated bike lanes. 

Traffic lights at intersection of Montague Road, Ferry Road and Drake Street. This intersection will get busier and it is very  
dangerous for pedestrians without traffic lights. 

Safe for all road users 

addicted tramway down the centres of Montague Road. Speed limited to 30k 

Efforts to made to ease the congestion. The number of units far exceeds the infrastructure designed to cope with this 
expansion. 



Notes on my preferences listed above: 
1. Accessible public transport (that is frequent and not reliant on timetables) will reduce the number of cars travelling along 
 Montague markets. 
2. The cultural heart of Brisbane sits on this side of the Brisbane River. A strong cultural fabric should connect QPAC to  
Queensland Theatre to Metro Arts to Thomas Dixon. 
3. Local business and social enterprise should complement the cultural vibrancy of this corridor. 
4. Singapore has a mantra that drives their civil design. "Building a city in a garden rather than a garden in a city".  
5. Locals and visitors should feel safe and comfortable walking along Montague Road. 
Other 
A. I cycle and use a scooter but not listed as a preference for Montague Road as Riverside Drive provides a great corridor for 
this 
 mode of transport. The link between Montague Road and Riverside Drive should be included in our thinking. 
B. The warehouse character should be retained and re-purposed for new businesses and social ventures. 

Montague Road has become so crappy that motorists are basically encouraged to rat run so they can avoid it. Montague 
Road  
should be widened so that we take cars off residential roads and put them back where they belong. 

Not safe for bicycles,more trees needed 

Traffic 

Parks 

Consider relocating bicycle and scooter transports to parallel riverside drive to reduce congestion on Montague road. Any  
Montague Road plans must compliment adjacencies such as riverside drive.2. Affordable car park options for under 2 hour 
spots  
to support local business. Over 2 hours to be prohibitive. 3. Retain local community and family friendly feel of area. Do not  
replicate JAmes street precinct here.4. Reconsider current express bus stops to reflect where patrons are needing them. ie An  
express bus stop around Rogers street would be sensible.5. Ensure side street access to Montague road allows good visibility  
for safety - consider turning right out of Beesley street is challenging sue to the cars parked on the left, slope of the road etc.6. 
 Ensure services (ie electrical stations) are positioned above flood levels)7. Consider 40k zone for length of Montague Road8.  
Ensure businesses such as gyms and dining / entertainment services are not impacted by residents wanting to live in the city  
but then complaining about reasonable noise from these businesses.9. Implement strategies supporting less traffic congestion  
on Saturdays for the markets whilst still ensuring access to the markets.10 consider where zebra crossings should be installed. 
Ie pedestrians crossing Beesley street, kurilpa street, etc is challenging, especially for kids, older folk and those with mobility 
issues.11. Reconsider any further  
development approvals until a transparent traffic management plan is shared with the community. Montague Road was not  
designed for this many locals. Improving public transport and bike / cycle transport on riverside drive could be part of the  
solution, but the traffic problems are just getting worse year by year. 

Disincentives for commuters 

consider a tram route  linking south brisbane and dornoch terrace via Montague Rd 

Line Montague Road with trees 

West village intersection is a nightmare, turning lanes for side streets needed, and better safety for cyclists 

Shade trees and insulation against heat/noise from the road. Good visibility for pedestrians at night time for safety of  
community. 

Protected bike lanes to connect to businesses, shops and community facilities on Montague Rd 

Safe dedicated dual direction bike line to get commuters to the Go Between Bridge to access the Bicentennial Bikeway with  
ease and safety. 
I bike this road everyday and sometimes it can be hazardous for bikes to mix with traffic and large industrial vehicles that use 
it.  
Having a dedicated bike lane would help remove bikes from the sidewalk footpaths from pedestrians, and give better  
sustainable commuting options to residents in the West End. 

Slower speeds, bike lanes, more crosswalks 

Taller Buildings with small footprint we have more green space between buildings 

Resolving the numerous dangerous intersections. There are several intersections which are dangerous purely due to 
visibility,  
secondly the intersection(s) near ferry / Montague rd continue to provide an endless flow of near misses.. 

Much lower speed limit. Lots and lots of refuge islands to make it easy to cross the road. 



Restricting height of buildings 

Review of traffic management. The traffic lights often don't cater for flow of vehicles turning right when people queue 
across  
the intersection. I know this is not unique to Montague Rd, but I have seen lights that cycle correctly for this.  Quite a few 
times  
I have waited 3 or 4 cycles before I can get through. 

No parking..... 

Fundamentally this road is now the road linking the majority of west End’s residents to access their homes and rest of the  
suburb and city. 

An intersection of Montigue Rd and Ferry Rd is a very dangerous spot. A new traffic lights need to be installed ASAP. 

Traffic lights on the corner of Montague and Ferry Rds 

No development on flood plain 

More dedicated turning lanes into busy side streets such as Kurilpa. 
Dedicated cycle lane. 
Improved footpaths (wider) 

Safe cycle lanes for cyclists of all ages, including school students. Safe crossing points for pedestrians. 

Flood protection 
Flying cars 

EV charging stations 

Increased green space 

Expand the West End Partisans football field into a full field with change rooms and night lights for night games like every 
other 
 football club except West End Partisans 

Traffic flow & car storage should be a consideration given that it hasn’t been in the past! 

Electric buses 

No more large multi-story housing developments  
Better roads 
No orleigh park bridge 

A vision that extends beyond the next few years and the current electoral cycle. How will people commute in 20 years? 
Imagine  
triple population. So: all carbon neutral of course; greater reliance on buses/trackless trams; smaller cars specifically for  
commuting; convenient (travellator?) access to below ground/low level car parks; etc etc. Also need to PLAN high rise to 
avoid  
shaded and windy canyons. 

It has to be bike /walk friendly from orleigh park end to cultural centre - traffic 40 km 
cafes- sitting spaces- variety food venues  
Water fountains 

I'd love to have a library and/or public study/work space 

Some strategic planning for the entire peninsula 

More pedestrian road crossings, at several points its a Very wide road to cross. Priority is given to cars not pedestrians 
making  
cross more dangerous. The bike path does not cover the full length of the road with a considerable amount of space taken up 
by 
 on road parking. 

Maintain cultural and economic diversity of west end. Avoid gentrification that makes it less viable for low income people.  
Welcome everyone! 

More segregated bike lanes. Limited new apartment developments :) 

aligning development with infrastructure, public transport, and commercial and cultural places 

Walkable - wider paths, pedestrian crossings, traffic lights 

Get rid of Hanson's concrete factory and create more green spaces. This would also reduce the massive trucks that drive 
down  
there and destroy the road surface. 



EV buses, keep bikes and scooters on bikeways not MR, road use designed more by urban planners than transport boffins 

No more high rise- they create wind tunnels too much shade and are dehumanising!  
More green space. There are so many people crammed into units with pets that the tiny bit of once green grass there has 
been  
killed by too much urea (men’s and animal pee). Dog owners need to be more responsible re: dog poo pick up as those who 
are, 
 are great! Those who are not need their human faces rubbed in it!  
Less dense development and more open green space. 

A ferry stop should be added close to Davies park to reduce the car load on Montague Rd. 

Route 60 bus stop at Montague markets 

My main concern is pollution especially from cars. More buses like the 192 to be on weekends and more frequent so cars 
aren’t  
needed. Public spaces with nature for community. Shared food gardens for unit dwellers. A ev charging station. 

No more luxury apartments. More affordable housing but without car parks. More green and community gathering spaces. 

More medium density housing. Larger apartment blocks will create more traffic on an already crowded thoroughfare 

Much wider footpaths on both sides for sure. 

An integrating theme 

Having more buses along Montague Road to reduce need to drive, especially on the weekends  
Having buses that stop directly across from Montague Markets or the 60 stops a block away  
Keeping a diversity of facilities, rather than turning everything into a new ‘luxury’ apartment building. 

Traffic safety. A roundabout or traffic lights at Montague and Drake. 
Preserving all current independent businesses (e.g. Mega Continental, Mappins). 
No more high rise apartments. 
Looking after Davies Park and Davies Park markets. 

n/a 

Improve traffic flow and safely . In particular from Marcia’s at Montague through to ferry road west end. Highly populated 
area 
 with traffic and safety Riverside drive is dangerous with Children and fast moving cycles and scooters. This needs further  
thought to improve everyone’s needs. Improve green space along the entire road. 

Ban scooters 

Shade and cooling 
Not a canyon, variety of heights and views through to river and Mt Coottha and city 
Not disneyfying it, or gold coasting it, making the most of its distinct character (nodes of interest - arts and greenery?) 

Safe mobility paths for pedestrians, wheelchairs and children. 

More public transport options 
Green space for multi purposes 

More art 

No more high rise 

Enforcement of high rise height limits and green space requirements for new developments to avoid the concrete canyons 
that 
 are dominating the scene. 
Business grants or low interest loans to combat the high rents to ensure a more diverse community in people and business 
can 
 live here. 

Slow down traffic 

1. Sports & recreation 

Redevelopment of Davies Park to accommodate grass roots soccer, including lights, change rooms, returf etc. 

Better street lighting  
more community gardens and composting  
A ring road layout around parts of Montague road 

Speed limits - even though it’s now 50, people/bikes/scooters jump out of no where. Would be safer if it was changed to 40 



More green spaces and less density of development. 

Speed limit -40k/hr 

by every high rise, there should be on ground floor shops or restaurants,  
no closed walls. but windows. to make it a friendly neighborhood for visitors and locals. 

Connection by bridge to Toowong 

Traffic flow 
No overcrowded dwellings  
Hang spots 

Ensuring that infrastructure (mainly roads and transport) doesn’t become a bottle neck or rabbit warren end of town. 
Increased 
 migration to Brisbane and the Olympics will need to be considered at the population rises so close to the CBD. 

Safety for all given the increasing number of high density buildings being built in streets off Montague. How will one, single 
lane 
 road be able to cope with all these new buildings and residents they bring? 

Safe connections to surrounding neighbourhoods, for example connecting with schools and community infrastructure that 
is 
 accessed via Montague but is not directly on it 

Open space but also provision for lower housing buildings. Block of flats are good but not another skyscraper 

Child friendly spaces/play areas 

Traffic vs pedestrians access should favour pedestrians. More public parkland and bbqs 

Getting rid of street parking 

The volume and height restrictions of apartments being approved in this area needs to be seriously addressed. Keep the  
heritage of the suburb in consideration 

Proper infrastructure to support the growing numbers of people using the road each day. 

Reduce traffic. Make it safer for pedestrians to cross the side streets when they walk along the road. Improve the footpaths. 
 More trees and plants. Beautification of the entire road. 

stopping the rat running of the little streets 

Toll free access 
Make the city end of Montague  one way inbound.. outbound Boundary to Vulture  .. to allow for a narrower more 
pedestrian  
orientated tree line environment 

All of the above are important to me. I want them all and can naider that all of them should be considered a priority 

Visual aesthetics of buildings along the road eg  height limits were adhered to, with airspace and greenery between. 

Address the significant traffic and congestion issues and stop over developing. 

Dog friendly public spaces  
More public recreational spaces in the form of parks, with trees 

I would walk on Montague Road more if there wasn't a constant assault on us by scooters and cyclists. Besides, there is no 
way 
 to safely cross and Brisbane City Council has shown no interest in maintaining the footpaths. Cr Sri is entirely missing in 
action  
on Montague Road. He has done nothing to improve this road corridor so that the buses can run properly, and pedestrians 
can 
 walk safely. 

When driving I would like the Ability to make right or left turns off Montague road without affecting traffic flow. 

No more high rise buildings. Pedestrian crossings. 

you cant fix it cause its fucked already 

More restaurants 

Traffic, speed of traffic 

Clean and safe. With CCTV to prevent anti social behaviour and groups gathering to drink alcohol on the streets. 



Free flowing traffic- cars, buses and pedestrians  
Encouraging bikes to travel along the riverside by putting safe bikeways down there and removing them from Montague 
Road 
Fixing up intersections 

Social housing?'wtf?? 

If major developments occur on or adjacent Montague Road they should be conditioned to upgrade intersections, not rate  
payers at a later date. 
Pedestrian crossings of Montague Road are few and far between.  
A slower speed limit would make cycling safer, crossing the road safer, and is proven to not increase vehicle trip times  
significantly. 
There needs to be improved connectivity for walking and cycling from Riverside Drive across Montague Road into West End 
at  
multiple points. 

Cessation of further high rise development. Reduced traffic on streets. Developments with proper green space at grade 
level  
for community use. Not counting a footpath as “green space” 

I rarely walk on Montague Road now. It's too dangerous to cross the road. Worse still, pedestrians are now vulnerable from  
being knocked over by careless and carefree scooters and bikes as they race down the footpath. 
Bikes are now more worrying to me than Carson this suburb. 

Public transport bus service to run entire length (not just to Mollison St.,) and operate 7 days  per week. 
Planned programme of resurfacing the road, has been very poor condition on some sections  for a long time. 

Traffic lights at Ferry Road/Montague Road intersection 
City Glider bus stop outside Montague Markets 

Davies Park - resumption of Tomra and QBCC sites for parkland and upgrade of site, to a mixed use, mixed governance,  
community sporting and cultural hub, intregrated into rest of Montague road / Kurilpa through good planning. 

Less industrial businesses - make it a more residential/natural/social area 

More shops and restaurants 

Forward planning of access to and from Montague Road ahead of development 

More pedestrian crossings. Lower the speed limit to make it safer. Less density of apartments that feed into Montague 
Road. 

For the needs of the growing community to be carefully considered. Until now development has been so haphazard with 
little 
 consideration of those who call this beautiful area home. 

Flooding 

Needs to be future proofed to match the level of development. 

Safe pedestrian areas, low gardens eg naturestrip gardens herbs shrubs etc instead of trees that will grow too high in heavy 
use 
 street areas. 
Access to a ferry terminal near Davies Park. 

The diverting of bikes onto the riverside bike path. 

Tree shade, walking footpaths, no traffic, green space, public art, disability accessible, working bee hives and orchards, fruit  
and veggies and herbs 

It seems to be already too busy so good luck but of course worth a try. 

Make sure we keep good public transport and mix of residential, commercial and parks 

Keeping the skyline clear. We don’t want it over developed and to loose that quintessential west end culture 

Diverse workshops and learning spaces, repair spaces, community centres. Massive climbing structure for older kids. Heaps 
of  
trees and green walls. I'm tired of cafes restaurants breweries and gyms 

A focus on keeping the character of West End intact 

Stop signs on side streets 

Less high rise! 
Some of the access roads are one way eg entry to Forbes Street 



The development of several activity hubs where there is a combination of retail experiences, space for lingering and meeting 
 people, and shady trees. These should be flood free sections of Montague Road so they can serve as a community flood 
centre 
 during the next flood.. 

No bikes or scooters - the river road is already closed and designed for their specific use 

*a fix to the dangerous intersection at Woolworths near Thomas Dixon Centre  
*cap on density of new building developments to ease congestion 

Safe road crossings near Woolworths with the increased traffic 

Consider character of the suburb & stop building unit blocks in every space 

Reducing congestion 

Cross walk and lights at Drake Street 

Through-traffic diversion by speed reduction and road control measures such as build- outs on feeder roads eg Dornoch,  
Hoogley, Orleigh, Montague Rd itself 
Height controls for multi-storey development along the floodplain to reduce population density and excessive traffic  
A citycat terminal at Davies Park and lightrail rather than bus along Montague Rd 

Slow down traffic to make it safer 

Remove elitist waste of space ballet school and return it to taxpayers for public use. The current monstrosity encourages  
class-aspirational suburbanites to cause traffic in West End. It is very clearly not for locals. Encourage uses of space that 
actual  
West End residents actually enjoy, such as the street art precinct just off Montague and the skate park. 

Focused central affordable car parking 
Limited high rise development and to include more than 1 parking space per apartment 
Focused support planning and encouragement for private businesses 

Some open space, corner parks. 
The other 4 listed in above question. 
Victoria St where it meets and is adjacent to Montague Rd and is currently one way have a contra (two way) path for 
bicycles. 

Diverse dining options 

Movie theatre, community club , outdoor restaurnts 

Less trucks using Montague. Get rid of the cement factory. Reduce the speed limit less busses 

More pedestrian crossings to stop cars travelling so fast. 
More shade and resting stops for the elderly and infirm. 
Keeping the recycling centre. 
Recycling hub for food waste and soft plastics. 
Community centric not business. 

Smoother and a little wider 

height limit capped at 6-8 not 12-15 or 15+ 
bus stop re-appraisal. the nature of travel has changed since city gliders were re-designated as commuter service (they were  
NOT originally designed as high speed commuter service, just a frequent service) and the population has shifted significantly 
Adjacent roads flood. Montague road needs to be considered part of the peninsula flood proofing and significant investment 
in 
 resilience by Energex and others made, to ensure the least possible disruption to services when the side streets flood. 

The intersection at the Montague Markets really needs a roundabout 

Reducing/removing cars and traffic. Making it a road that is safe for all the families/children that now live here. 

I would like to see reduced traffic speeds, and reduced priortisation of cars.  
Cars travel so quickly - which makes it less friendly for everyone - walkers, cyclists, shoppers etc. 

Public art 
Creative spaces 
Gathering spaces 



Mix of services businesses 
Better Public transport- access too easy west busway 
Separate bike lanes 
No car parking 
Tree lined  
Aboriginal story areas with aren’t - see one of the new rail projects in Melbourne 

Need to plan alternative routes to get out of west end. 

Activated street frontages at night.  
Vegetated verges and more street trees to provide buffers from noisy traffic. 

Traffic planning to make it easier for cars and pedestrians to come into and off Montague Rd 

None. 

Whilst cycling is important and necessary they often ride in packs and take up the whole road when there is a path by the 
river  
which is safer for everyone. Please limit cycling to 1 abreast. More turning lanes needed as people turning stop traffic. 

The road is overused in its current state in my opinion. Excessive growth in apartments in the area over the past 5-10 years 
has  
meant the road has fallen behind in its ability to maintain the current population. Adding copious traffic lights isn’t fixing the  
problem. 

The ability to cross the road with good views of oncoming traffic 
Outdoor areas enlarged with shade to meet friends 

The road itself.  Needs additional turning lanes 

That's such a weird list of options. What relevance is it to a properly functioning transport corridor whether there is 
affordable  
housing? Or performance spaces? Or social enterprises? 
It makes me wonder who is running this project and what their real agenda is.  
Meanwhile in the real world - widen the road, get rid of the on street parking, install proper bus pull in zones, straighten the  
road alignment, build safe pedestrian crossings and get those asshole cyclists causing all the problems to grow up and use  
Riverside Drive.  
There, problem solved. That wasn't too hard. 
All you need to do is be sensible, pragmatic and principled enough to stand up to the loony Greens dickheads who will 
inevitably 
 try to take over what should be a mature discussion with their nonsense about making dedicated bike lanes (there's no 
room)  
slowing down the speed limit (why??) and they'll probably even be dumb enough to say it should be a 30 km/hr shared zone. 
With idiots like that in our community it's no wonder no sensible decisions are being made and things are going backwards, 
and  
fast. 

Dog friendly spaces for the growing dog community 

Slow down the traffic - make it less of a thoroughfare and more of a community friendly strip. 

I like all the options given equal priority. 

Less of a highway more of a green cycle walking friendly thoroughfare 

It should take the lessons good and bad from South Bank. 

Reducing excessive development without considering infrastructure 

Traffic 
No more development which impacts quiet area of west end 

Much less traffic  
Traffic calming initiatives  
Less congestion 
More open & accessible public space 



Get rid of the e scooters, they are a safety concern for pedestrians. The scooters are too fast and disrepectful of pedestrians. 
 Furthermore, their abandonment on the footpaths make it  dangerous to traverse the footpaths, especially for people in  
wheelchairs or with poor vision. 
As the scooters travel an average of 1km, they seem unnecessary. Making more walkable and engaging spaces would 
contribute 
 to a healthier, more green and cohesive community. 

Ways to reduce heavy traffic 

This seems a bit loaded. 
All Greenies suggestions 

A cinema/ More parking spaces / removal of semi industrial businesses / variety of traditional shop fronts / coffee shops 
with  
shaded out door green space seating / restaurants/ bicycle bays / 

A dedicated bike lane. At the moment bikes/scooters are on the road where there is very little room between the street  
parking and constant traffic (which includes regular huge trucks). There is little footpath to ride on which is used by cars  
entering driveways. It would be much safer if the bikes were between the footpath and the parking.  
With the redevelopment of the Visy site, it would be nice to be able to see more of the river from Montague Road. There are 
so  
few roads between Davis Park and Pauls that cut through to the river, it is a long ride between roads in places. 
Since there are so many homeless people living along the riverfront under the bridges, having a 24/7 accessible toilet for 
them  
would be nice. Otherwise they poo in the bushes. 

More walkways and crossings - pedestrian friendly, more local small businesses and cafes 

Tree lined space 

None of the above. Montigue road is still an important thoroughfare. Please prioritise the ability of vehicles to pass along the  
road. 

Consider what is best for the community and public before developers and political donors 

Montague road has a lot of challenges and missed opportunities.  
Any planning outcome and solution has embedded flaws of BCC's being lead by traffic engineers and tail / dog relationship 
with  
developers and lack of an eco-system approach. 
The 2032 Olympics will be another factor and with a whole other level of disregard to residents mentality.  
Good luck with shifting that mind set. 

More frequent and efficient public transport on weekends as well as weekdays. 

Greater diversity of businesses (no more gyms) and innovative green space activation (see Highline in New York). Vehicular  
traffic management is becoming an issue. I would like to see more trees and a meaningful bike pathway. It’s a great  
opportunity and hopefully the right people are driving a strong community focused vision. 

Get rid of those asshole cyclists trying to run down pedestrians on Montague. We've had a gutful of those dickheads. 

No more apartments directly on Montague road 

I would like it to look nicer for residents- it looks too industrial and I think since there are so many shopping places in south  
Brisbane, it’d be nicer for it to be more people focused 

More parking spaces should be created. 
The road should be widened with proper pedestrian & cycling lanes. 

Safe walking paths for school children 

Wide, even footpaths that will allow two mobility impaired people to pass each other. 
Limit chain stores. Encourage locally made, owned and operated businesses. 
Heat reduction through planting of native trees etc.  
Have apartment blocks: contribute to usable public green space, connect easily and safely to active transport routes, and 
have  
a minimum of one carpark per bedroom to reduce need for street parking. 

I think all of the above are very important 



1. The sheer volume of the population now and planned being able to function as a contemporary living. 
2. not to become an urban ghetto. 
3. support local businesses in being accessible for customers 
4. Not to become constantly congested like the Northern end of James St Fortitude Valley is. 
5. express public transport stops to align with changed demand spots (ie Montague Markets, Davies Park on Saturdays). 
6. appropriate spaces for  hired electronic scooters and bikes to not disrupt public access to footpaths etc. 
7. a decent dog park is needed to support the locals and their furry friends 

Need to reduce the volume of automotive traffic at all times and congestion on Saturdays due to the West End Markets. 

Traffic congestion is terrible along Montague Rd and makes me want to avoid the area at busy times. This needs to be 
resolved  
if it's to be an attractive public precinct 

Montague Road is an Essential road for motor vehicles and buses. The road should not be narrowed in anyway other than to 
 plant some trees in planter boxes. 
The list of options above are totally inappropriate for this essential corridor for the thousands of residents living in the  
immediate area. 

Mostly less oppressive traffic it’s noisy, dirty and we can’t cross the road where the bus stops also the cars speed irrespective 
of 
 the lower limits make it reeeally low so the drivers get the message they aren’t the most and only important users of the 
space. 
 Noisy trucks also using air brakes near the traffic lights at Mollison St are horrible. Can’t believe how much dirt the traffic  
throws up. Also the advertising signs at night  
at 205 Montague Rd are super bright and intrusive and plain rude. 

So many residents using it to get in and out of west end. Traffic mitigation must be considered 

I feel vulnerable driving on Montague Road. The overall design seems very dangerous and lacking in safety elements, like 
 provisions for safe turning and visibility of oncoming traffic. It doesn't help having the manic street cyclists zooming down at  
vastly inappropriate speeds. They are also a huge hazard to pedestrians and kids trying to use the road. I wish they would 
slow  
down and exercise some consideration for other road users. 

Cars still allowed 

Montague Road is, first and foremost, a road. I'm not sure who came up with the options above, bit frankly a lot of them are  
unrelated to improving the Montague Road corridor. "Affordable or social housing"? What on earth has that got to do with a 
 road? I don't care what's built on or near the road, but I came here to provide feedback about the raid itself, yet nothing 
above 
 talks about channelized turning lanes, traffic light synchronisation, and improving sight lines, traffic calming build-outs, bus  
pull in bays, and yet nonsense like "public art" is on the list? 
If you want to deliver some community consultation that will be taken seriously you're going to have to do better than this. 

Better roads that are safe to drive on. Space for kids walking to and from school. 

Choose a singular footpath tree along its length similar to the affect in Grey St. A welcome archway by a local artist. 

Big issue with traffic congestion so it is critical to avoid adding big residential buildings with car parks 

Don't let it become a dark canyon of expensive and poorly built units. Must me more open space. 

Lots of tree planting and regeneration of riverbank 

It’s a thoroughfare so needs to be efficient 

Community safety 

Realistically Montague Road will always be a road or a means to connect from Orleigh Park to the Go Between Bridge or 
William 
 Jolly Bridge. Having said that it, it needs to be cater for public transport, bicycles, scooters, pedestrians etc. The density of 
one 
 person cars needs to de-prioritised somehow. 

Better planning of traffic flow etc with all the units and influx of people living here and new developments taking place. 
More  
usable public space is required and it’s just needs to be safer it’s so hard to cross any roads as a pedestrian with cars 
speeding,  
cutting corners, not looking etc 



Transport and traffic pressure must be considered, sadly. - encouraging use of public transport and scooter and cycle lanes.  
A ferry at Victoria Street to ease pressure on Montague Road. 
Trees and gardens and green space wherever possible for health and nature and wildlife.  
A dog park nearby to get them off Davies Park 
An expanded Davies Park or community park Somewhere else. 
Buy back some of the yet to be developed spaces for community hubs, art, performance and gathering spaces.  
More space and reasonable rents/rates for local shops and bars and cafes - not just Dan Murphys and gyms!  
Walk ways between the developments and Montague Road for access and to Encourage walkers.  
Trees and shelters that are fit for purpose, the number of people and actually useful at the Bus stops - especially at Aldi.  
Buy back and community development when the factories go 

I would love to see large shady trees to be planted on both sides of Montague Road, creating the green space cooling effect. 
And 
 it would look beautiful! 

No buildings over 12 storeys and limiting building in general because IT IS A FLOOD ZONE. The council needs to be less 
greedy  
and start developing other parts of Brisbane instead. 

No further approvals for apartment blocks. 
Apartment blocks with limited car parking space therefore the streets are lined with cars which blocks your view trying when  
leaving your home or turning into a street 

Animal friendly spaces 

Access to and car parking for rowing precinct 

No more development unless it takes full account of the absolute importance of green buildings and spaces. 

Traffic lights/control on high usage cross links e.g. at Montague Markets intersection 
Limiting number of exits onto Montague Rd to limit congestion e.g. Drake St, Rogers St, Pidgeon Cl 

Less congestion and easier access to cross streets and business when driving down.  
More  green space with trees parks etc 

Place-orientated design where people are prioritised over car. The design of the street supports walking and engagement 
with 
 shop, community spaces and public space. It should be tree lined with improved amenity and reduced traffic speeds. It has 
the  
potential to be the 'green spine' of west end. Offering an active, healthy, green spine. 

Limit flood zone development 

Speed limit to 30 
Sanctuarisation of cycle paths 

all of the above were important- social housing and gathering spaces. creative spaces. 

The road closed and accessible via fast public transport and residents (ies culdesac, only can drive so far) like queens wharf 

Looking forward to all the warehouses being replaced with quality shops and new high quality housing. 

_ Speed limit. Should be 40 at all times of the day due to the high use of the road.  
_ Pedestrian crossings that use traffic lights.  
_ The intersection of drake st, Montague road and ferry rd is getting busier and complicated 
_ relocation of 60 bus stop to Montague Markets 
_ restrict rent scooters 
_ paid parking on Montague road around business due to increased use 
_ increased safety for pedestrians and accessibility for all users with mobility difficulties 
_ poor quality of pathways 

Interaction with public transport hubs such as ferry terminals and green bridges. Flood resilience. Shade and more shade.  
Traffic calming 

Separate scooters and bikes from pedestrians for the whole length. 
More shade 
EV charge points 

Safety for all road users 



Off street parking for visitors to the precinct 

Trams 

More interesting architecture. Less average looking unit blocks and some exploration of diversity like St Kilda Road in  
Melbourne. 

Traffic and congestion must be dealt with- it is getting worse and worse with no real infrastructure to cope/address it.  
Need to protect our mature and invest in public spaces that provide natural shade, provide refuge for native wildlife, and  
increase liveability of west end. 
We need to do more to protect the river- mangrove management, rubbish, run off from construction. 

Plantings that consider summer shade and winter sun. 

Traffic flow 

Sections of riverside drive to be updated to promote as active transport corridor in parallel with montague road initiatives.  
City Cat terminal and service for West End - reduced pressure on Montague Road and better application of developer  
infrastructure contribution.  
Retire & help relocate the heavy industry 
Car parking strategy, including removing parking from Montague Road 
Dedicated bike lane 

Traffic management and utilities 

1 higest 5 lowest 

The road is dangerous, the traffic is congested as if the council did not understand what the urban infill would create, the 
cross 
 road entrances create hazards for pedestrians and cars, and cars frequently drive illegally when turning across oncoming 
traffic. It is a nightmare! 

Local businesses rather than chain stores 

No more high rise, but around 4 storey social housing. More, more trees and wider walking space with cafe culture, slower 
but  
easily moving traffic. 

Upgrades or changes made to the Montague rd/Ferry rd/ Drake st intersection. It is dangerous. Changes to parking 
allowances  
so residents get preference. When shows are on now at Qld Ballet it is impossible to park on the street, even outside my 
own  
home. People are always parking in front of my driveway. Makes it dangerous for me to get in and out. 

Recognition of the historical and connectedness of Montague Road 

Less traffic 

Crossing and lights at Drake street 

Safe space for scooting/ walking 

Traffic build up. 

There is so much harsh concrete along Montague Road currently so a softening of that with green and artistic spaces would 
be  
great. The volume of traffic is high and only going to get higher with the ever increasing population density in the area. Any  
strategies to reduce this load, especially of cars, would be a good thing. 

Ease of access for current residents 

Consider the connections through to the river. Many of the new apartment blocks on the perpendicular streets going toThe  
river are not friendly to the street with large amounts of car parking entries and fire hydrants. Would love the street to have  
genuine open freely accessible public spaces not tokenistic public realm or retail driven spaces. 

Safe crossings and wide footpaths. 
A range of food stockists, restaurants and bars that highlight high-quality local produce and are community and family 
friendly. 

Create a truly people-centric focus.  
- Force cars and buses to slow down to 20km. Lots of zones/raised speed humps to allow pedestrians to cross over. 
- Montague Road NOT to become a thoroughfare in the future for buses and cars to Toowong. No Bridges. 

Maintain the current vibe / feel of west end. The sense of community and spirit of togetherness 

Traffic diversion. There’s too many traffic lights for the number of cars that drive on it at certain times of the day/week. I 
dunno  



what the solution is but people who use Montague road frequently know what the problem is 

Reduce private internal combustion transport 

Well lit with clear signage is important. 

Speed and efficiency. It is disappointing that none of the choices above reflect the fact it is the main artery to get home out 
go  
out when you live down near hill end. I bike to work everyday along the river.  It is parallel to Montague, so would be good to  
ensure efficient car transport remains a priority for a Montague rd 

Reduce speed limits. 

Fix the intersection at Drake St and Monague with lights or a roundabout 

I don’t want any public areas to be taken over by events with people drinking like Bunyapa Park.  
The priority should be accessibility and safety for all. 

Stop building expensive apartment blocks. New developments and investments should not be done by investors that don’t 
care 
 about the problems of overcrowding. City council needs to understand that there needs to be a sustainable long term vision 
for 
 our neighbourhood. The traffic and amount of building works ruin the quality of life. Also, there need to be regulations for 
how  
new apartments are build. Use the old knowledge to decrease energy consumption because aircon is not necessary if you 
build  
smartly. 
Public transport and cycling infrastructure need to be improved across the whole city to change the car culture. 

Non-wholistic development that sees some parts focussed on but other parts neglected 

That it feels safef for women to use the road and feel safe from predatory men. 

Continued improvement of public transport service 
Keeping development to 6-11 storey max. 
Expanding Davies Park rather than redeveloping the QBCC/Toora site 
Requiring plenty of public green space in new developments along the river 

Lower Speed Limits 
Zebra Crossings for Pedestrians 
Safe road space for bikes 
Trees to improve ascetics 

Crossings should be safe easy and frequent.  
Shaded walkways. Preferably with trees. 

Better parking and access for cars no more high rise development 

The little streets off Montague one way. No right turn into rodgers feom Montague. Round about st the end of Drake street 

It is horrendously dangerous, particularly around the urban climb area. I have seen many a child and adult nearly run over 
trying 
 to cross to the bus stop across the road not to mention the high chance of cars crashing. Also the number of cars from the 
 developments and more to come will be beyond dangerous. 

More parks 

The intersection at Montague rd, Ferry Rd and Drake St should be improved. At the moment it is very unsafe. When you're 
on  
Ferry Rd turning right onto Montague Rd there is one care space on the left that prevents you from being able to see 
oncoming  
traffic. 

remove everything about facilitating private car access 
This means remove parking, prioritise bike and bus access 

Design all intersections to be safe for pedestrians; Ferry road is not currently 

Ease of access to the CBD 



Consistent shade trees along length.   
More bike parking.   
More public space that doesn't look private... e.g. Montague markets. 
More respect for local community views from Council. 

Better car flow to make it less busy 

Weekly visitor to the markets. Pedestrian safety is a massive issue. Unfortunately I feel more vulnerable to being hit and 
injured 
 by cyclists and scooters than cars. Can they please slow down and drive/ride safely!! 

I don’t want blaring music and drinking taking over our public spaces 

Calming the traffic  
Safety. before long someone will get hit by a car on this road 

Creative performance spaces, maintaining public transport access, bicycle safety 

Traffic considerations, it is already so busy and it is going to worse as more towers are built. 

Wouldn't it make sense to get the bikes off Montague and onto Riverside Drive? They are such a nightmare for the buses, 
and a 
 lot of the Lycra warriors are, pardon my bluntness, obnoxious turds. 

Flood consideration - don't let more development occur in areas we know flood 

We need a diverse precinct that does not become a "carpark". Limit development to limit increased traffic utilisation. No 
 highrises. Mixed use plus low and medium density residential homes. A tree lined boulevard. Height limits along Montague 
Rd. 
 More places like Davies Park 

Impact of floods on residential properties 

Converting factories to mix shops, green space, sports and art hubs. Walking, picnic spots, safe play areas. Homeless 
support. 

Safe pathways for children walking and riding to school. Limits on space for  vehicle parking provision in new builds. Cars  
joining montague rd from side streets giving way to pedestrians. Trees trees trees. Maintaining diversity of shops and  
businesses .... 

Some traffic management of the volume of traffic including implementing a ferry terminal 
At Victoria street to reduce traffic use. 
Perhaps mark Montague and hardhrave toads one way in different directions 

There are always stationary scooters and bikes left cluttering up the footpath. As bad as they are, they are preferable to the  
speed demon scooters and bikes zooming along the footpath. Why can't they use the amazing bike pathway along the 
river?? 

Less alcohol stores. More diversity of spaces 

More public parks & well maintained and wider footpaths with more pedestrian crossings are needed. 

Speed of cars coming up and down montague. Safe environment. 

Traffic congestion 

More pedestrian islands to slow traffic and provide safe places for pedestrians to cross 

Maintain sense of historical community 

Safe crossing for pedestrians, safe for cars turning onto Montague rd 

Less cars.  More friendly spaces. Diversity and inclusivity. 

Maximising use to  24 hour use 

I would like it to feel safe, aesthetically pleasing and practical.  
Personally I think the volume of high density housing which has been permitted through council is not in the best interest of 
the 
 current infrastructure. There is onl y a limited amount that can be done but I fear the volume of traffic will be phenomenal. 

There are lots of blind spots or streets that are hard to turn out from (turning onto Montague Road). Safety needs to be  
improved. We are a pedestrian suburb and we need to improve that - more walking and more local businesses and activity.   
Scooters and bikes are already catered for along the river (I ride). 

Free street parking for West End residence. When we drive down to gym, cafes and restaurants, there’s not enough (free) 
parking 

Ferry terminal at the end of Victoria Street 



Limits on high rises. More green space requirements if development proposals are to increase. A 20 year "vision" for how 
the 
 land between the river and Montague Road is going to be utilised, with some actual holistic town planning for once. 

Safety for pedestrians  
More cafes, a place to listen to live music with drinks and food 

Restrict ability of traffic to use Montague Rd as part of a rat run through the peninsula 

Some seating along the road 
Ample Sidewalks 
Slower Moving Traffic 
There is too much disappearing space in West End 

Safe options for crossing the road.  
Mitigation of increasing traffic loads 

Public spaces 
Greener spaces  
Tree planting 
Expanded recycling opportunities and exrensive community composting. 

reduce private vehicle traffic between Hardgrave & Montague ...especially via Mitchell/Raven/Roger because that's where I 
live 

Montague runs the length of the West End river peninsula frontage, so having access, views, and references to the river itself  
should be a key priority. 
Davies Park and the markets create a holiday feel for inner city residents on the weekend who flock from all over Brisbane to 
the 
 area, so creating a casual, relaxing and green oasis that has accessible active and public transport is critical. 
Also, flooding is a massive concern, so employing Water Sensitive Urban Design elements (WSUD) is a great way to increase  
flood mitigation from rainwater runoff while also increasing the amount of shade trees and greenery to the street. 

I think all options above are important.  
Plus some recognition of indigenous history. 
I think the high density of housing in the area is a large concern - especially in light of the infrastructure limitations - eg. road  
usage and implication on safety. 
I think safety and feeling of safety is important - 1. road safety, 2. personal safety. 

With such a huge amount of primary school age children living in west end, I think it’s important that we create safe areas 
for 
 kids to meet their friends and have the same opportunities that kids in the suburbs have to grow and experience age  
appropriate independence. 

N/A 

No more housing or development on Montague! 

Getting more public transport on to the river by building 1 or 2 City Cat Stops 

Hight restrictions on new building 
Shade clothes installed above pedestrian crossing waitspaces 

Less shrubbery and more 🌲 🌳 trees 

It is a peninsula … a dead end! Don’t bring all that traffic down it! 

more than just a throughfare but this is the key use, perhaps set the speed at 40 or 30 kph. 
A lot more friendly to locals, with ungraded footpaths and foot access to businesses - perhaps less grass and more trees, but 
 not concrete from street to building boundary except in selected places 

Acknowledging that it is a potential flood plain, and that the insane development that has been going on has to stop. 
Hopefully  
by wary buyers putting away their cheque books.  
Saturday mornings are now crazy with luxury vehicles trying to exit the place. Why live in this area if all you do is exit? 

Clean open  spaces to live.  It is so dense now 

Negotiations for businesses to have minimal off-road parking in small nearby spaces for 2 - 3 cars and loading bay. 
Encourage  
businesses which can be used by pedestrians, cyclists and public transport users. Slow down population boom and increase 
 unsealed land and in-ground trees. 



I would like to see an improvement in safe road crossings 

Main issue not mentioned.  Road efficiency with adequate lane width to permit turning lanes to reduce congestion. 
Bikes and scooters already have their own cycle lanes along the riverfront already, 
Scooters and cyclists should not be permitted on montigue road as the road is presetly too busy and too narrow.  When 
coupled 
 with numerous parked car it is a recipe for potential accidents. 

Affordibility 

I hope west end and Montague road remains a place for everyone, and doesn’t keep becoming another James St, or place for  
the rich 

Expanded times of an evening and weekend for the 192 bus. 
Noise abatement 
Make it a destination 

putting the electrical infrastructure below the road. 

The bike path along the river beside Montague Rd works really well. But there are very few paths to get from one to the 
other  
when at the William Jolly end. Further up towards Aldi, there are more access paths between them, but because of 
Montague  
Rd diverging from the river, they are rather long paths, and not always accommodating bikes. 
Facilities to enable homeless people to live more hygienically would also be good. 
We create toll roads like the Gobetween bridge to direct traffic the most efficient way. Then we put a toll on it. This 
discourages 
 traffic from using it, and instead they use the inconvenient path over William Jolly. If tolls were implemented to support the  
purpose of the new infrastucture, we'd get better outcomes. Eg: Removing the toll from the Gobetween bridge and putting a  
toll in the William Jolly bridge might be very successful. 

Shared road space at hubs eg between Montague Markets and Thomas Dixon 

Less high rises and certainly no increase in height allowance 

10. More ATM"s or a Financial Institution. 

Traffic growth, stop continually builds apartments with no thought or consideration for traffic. Montague road is not 
designed  
for the amount of traffic on it. The footpaths are awful despite the increasing foot traffic 

Just more crossings for pedestrians. People are always running across the road in front of cars 

NEEDS More commercial activity, retail hub, co working hubs. More opportunities for people to own a piece of west end. 
Not  
just big houses for rich, more units, less large big blocks of land. Think Manhattan not numbing. 

Shaded bus stops, less concrete. 

Safety for pedestrians 
Traffic-free zones 
Community Events 

Safety for pedestrians! Safety for cyclists. Consider removing all street parking. 
Address intersections where the traffic converges from all angles and many drivers are unclear who has right of way (eg. 
near  
parking for Montague markets). 

Slow points to limit speed, heavy industrial precincts phased out, not multiple lane, traffic management improvement,  
roundabouts vs traffic lights. Increased ferry access points (eg a ferry point at Davies park and more short cross river ferry  
services to improve connection with university precinct. 

Soccer and community sports field. 

Road needs more /turning lanes lanes to suit the amount of traffic. 

Despite my preferences above, all of those items should be very much part of planning. Also traffic flow – all side roads off  
Montague towards the river are filled with high density developments, but all feed onto just the one main road. It doesn’t 
work! 
 At times it’s impossible to turn right out of Beesley St and more apartments are coming. There might be plenty of land for  
apartments but there’s not enough space for the people! 

Get rid of industrial pollution. 



Safety is number 1. So many children walk along and across this road to and from school, and there are plenty of elderly 
trying  
to use this as well. I see way too many close calls and traffic conflicts every single day on Montague Rd, 

establishing good east-west connections through West End and on to Highgate Hill and Dutton Park / Woolloongabba 

The above options are not a priority to me. Roads should be used primarily for cars and therefore ease of access for local  
vehicles should be priority. Remove parking to allow cycling lanes and give cars free flow through 

Less trucks and cars... they ruin it for everyone. 

Bus service 192 run every 15 minutes at day time and every 30 minutes at nights 7 days a week 

Link to river 

Recognition of the history and culture of Indigenous Australians 

Remove the car parking and use for bike/scooter lanes and wider footpath’s 

(I just want to say that I wish I could’ve numbered all 9 of the above considerations as of equally top priority - gah! They’re all  
very important. Very hard to exclude any from my top 5 and then also very hard to choose any of those 5 as the lowest,  
second-lowest or 3rd-lowest priority!) 

Diverse social enterprises, accesible by public transport, affordable/public housing, creative and performance spaces 
 (because I couldn't list these too). Emphasis on first nations history and culture past and present to acknowledge the 
country 
 Montague road stands on. 

The traffic is a big issue for residents. I cycle to work but when I do use my car I have to use Montague road and it is 
ridiculously 
 busy and takes forever - especially for Saturday markets - if had a ferry stop for markets that might help- 

Reduce private/ business traffic as much as possible and increase the amount of pedestrianised spaces (and cycle 
infrastructure) 
. Have a positive evidence based vision for the future that promotes public health, safety and inclusion 

More trees lining the street and in a more consistent manner. 
More consistent built form to the street at a lower scale  
A mix of scales & use of commercial tenancies and businesses 

Things for the hole community, not just high towers and empty shops 

Traffic plan given huge population growth including car drivers. Safety for children walking to schools and parks 

I’d prefer to see arts and performance spaces along Riverside rather than in Montague road 

No busses that jam the road and just pull out. 

We obviously need more social housing. Getting more people out of cars. Making footpaths safe from scooters. Safety for 
bikes. 

Crossing the side streets for the length of Montague Rd as a pedestrian is very difficult. This is due to high frequency of cars  
turning in or out of streets  from or on to Montague rd. As a pedestrian it feels unsafe almost combative at times. Please 
calm  
the traffic! 

More and more apartments in Montague road area = more and more cars, avoid further traffic congestion on Montague 
road  
please 

Decongest that traffic.... especially on a Saturday 

Less vehicular traffic excluding bikes. 

Restrictions placed on building heights so that it doesn't become a dark corridor of high-rise towers full of gloom and 
misery. 

Less high rise,  there is too much traffic now 

Safer spots for padestrian crossing, less traffic on weekends (maybe local only traffic), better accessibility.  
More and bigger dog parks in the area, but I'd also like to see more community spaces and gardens like those near Davies 
park. 
Bike and scooter access along the river is good (better than on Montague Road) but the access points from each street that  
runs to the river is not consistent to make this more easily accessible depending on where you live. Bicycles and scooters 
don't  
always respect padestrians, cars don't always respect others either. 



More shade trees or shade structures along footpaths to provide comfortable active travel and assist with reduction of 
urban  
heat island effect. 

Utilise the width of the road by having it as a clear way right along Montague Road; install more traffic management aids; 
have  
one-way flexible traffic options at peak periods Inc Sat morning market time; 

Free flowing traffic  
Less parking along verge 

Keeping green spaces and making it safe for pedestrians 

A cinema 

Synchronising of traffic lights along Montague Road to improve traffic flow, reduce traffic noise and exhaust fumes and 
improve 
 travel time. 
Improve the intersection of Ferry Road, Drake Street and Montague Road-maybe traffic lights or a roundabout to include 
these 
 three roads. 
Instal a pedestrian crossing outside Woolworths Montague Road.People need to safely cross to catch a bus or shop after 
leaving 
 the Thomas Dixon Centre. There will be even more congestion when the new Dan Murphy liquor  shop is operating on the  
corner of Raven Street and Montague Road. 

More lanes including turn lanes to maintain traffic flow 

car charging stations 

For every development that is approved the council must ensure adequate traffic planning and upgrade the services as 
required. 
Get rid of heavy industry so close to the city and create more green public spaces. 

Anything and everything that doesn't involve only private cars. 

Get rid of car street parking 

All of the other issues listed above are very important also. It is a long road so it could look /function like a boulevard: more  
space for bikes, wheelchairs; less space for cars; devices to slow traffic down; gathering places (free); carbon neutral., more  
safe crossings.At the moment, insufficient trees, sitting areas, too much concrete in front of shops, too many cars. 

Traffic congestion 

Amount of traffic, primarily cars. Safe pedestrian use 

More public space needs to be made available to the public. The number of people living on the West End peninsular has 
grown  
enormously in the last couple of years, but green space has not been allocated accordingly. It will become a very congested 
and  
concreted place if things do not change. 

It needs to focussed on local people using the space actively, not viewed as simply a conduit for motor vehicles. Currently it 
is  
very uninviting, dominated by traffic lanes, no real shade, footpaths are basically just parking areas in many spaces, no real  
reason to go there as a destination. Some of the newer apartment buildings have the right idea (eg. Montague Markets). I  
would look to Grey St alongside Southbank for ideas in the social parts of the street. 

Side roads are already hard to cross at intersections with a pram due to taffic. I am able bodied. I feel it would be even 
harder  
for people with mobility issues. It feels kind of dangerous now. I think with further traffic this will get worse. 

Lower speed limit, safer lights at Mollison, keep to city plan building heights (QBCC site),  increase in parkland to match  
increase in unit numbers.... 

Slow it down to 40 & enforce with speed cameras. 

Flood mitigation 



There's a lot of talk about the need for bike lanes on Montague Road, which often seems to come from people who don't live  
along the corridor and who aren't familiar with the corridor. 
If this project gets bogged down with stupid ideas like bike lanes on a road that is already constricted by it's geometric, this  
whole process will end up being a massive waste of time.  
Also, how would the presence of low income/social housing on or near the street have any bearing on its functionality as a  
transport corridor? It seems like there is a pretty worrying amount of "mission creep" here, where solving a poor road design  
and layout is being hijacked by idealistic yet somewhat ignorant social justice warriors who are more determined to achieve  
social policy than fixing a roadway. 
Some of the elements of this survey look like they have the icky fingerprints of either or both of Jonno or Amy. Sure, they are  
elected representatives, bit neither of them have ever actually achieved anything, because they take good ideas (like fixing  
Montague Road) and muddy the water with "there should be more public housing" type idiocy, and consequently nothing of 
any 
 real value or importance is ever achieved.  
Don't be like Jonno or Amy - be like Jackie Trad - Get it done!! 

Safe crossings, better visibility, less traffic 

Hard to pick just 5 from list…all important. Increasing 192 bs service would allow me to use bus rather than car to access 
Davies  
park markets, and shops that I visit regularly. 

more Ped and bike access to the river bank. 

It needs to be easier to join the traffic from side streets and driveways. A lower speed limit will help. Priority travel for 
public  
and active transport. Limit on street parking on peak hours. 

A bus priority lane for the 60 cityglider at the Jane Street intersection, and most importantly a bus priority right turn for at 
the  
Hocking/Mollison St intersection. 

Light rail 
Less street parking 
Slow/shared zones 
Scramble crossings 

More safe crossing zones for pedestrians and bike/scooters 

Widening footpaths and bike/scooter lanes. Maximum 40km zone, longer turning lanes. Open up nature strip for business 
use.  
Bus turning lights at Mollison road intersection so buses don’t have to turn on red lights in peak traffic 
Safe pedestrian crossings at Ferry road with lights and safety bollards thus stopping cars doing u-turns at the intersection 
and  
nearly running over pedestrians  
Traffic management strategies for cars accessing Ferry Rd from Drake St where the streets are off set.  
92 Bus to run on weekends and evenings to service Thomas Dixon Centre visitors. 
Keep 60 bus stop where it is. 

Less industry and another Ferry Terminal along the river. Less traffic along the riverfront. 

It's impossible to turn right, which blocks the road and slows everyone down. Desperately need to widen the road to two 
lanes  
in both directions. 

Parking options - Montague Rd and surrounding streets are too packed, dangerous for pedestrians and drivers. There are  
terrible sight lines down narrow streets and when turning into Montague Rd from these adjoining streets. I find it conflicts 
with  
my desire to make Montague Rd a more family friendly and entertaining precinct as it would encourage more people to visit  
but potentially emphasise this parking issue 

Traffic on Montague Road is a major issue and this is due to the population density as a result of more and more higher rise 
 apartments being packed in to the area. The infrastructure is not in place to support the increase in the population. Limiting  
further apartment development and opening more green space is essential. 



Traffic Management - consider a central median strip, no right turns on to Montague, Left turns only, increase safety of  
pedestrians - may cars dart between oncoming vehicle with no regard to pedestrians. Eventually, there will be a fatality. 
Install  
roundabouts at Davies and Orleigh Parks, this would require cars to approach there respective destinations from the correct  
direction in the first place, creating linear flow, safe crossing spaces all ready exist ( but are constantly damaged by cars 
turning  
right...) and traffic arriving from the wrong direction, do not block or delay traffic and create risk taking from drivers - simply  
proceed to the roundabout and return th the desired turn off safely. 

Some fairy lights/projection mapping along the walkways, especially around the big fig trees (these could be beautiful but 
also  
add security) (Refer to artist Craig Walsh..amazing...https://www.elsieman.org/artist-roster/craig-walshs-monuments/) 
Safe play areas + bike circuit/paths for kids 
A shuttle to the river, with a KittyCat to the other side and back (eg they do that at Kangaroo Point)  
Waterbottle fill-up stations 
Art/sculpture installations 
Garden / Sunstainability workshops 
E-scooter locking hubs 
Subtle police presence 
Community events including Sailing Clubs and Rowing Clubs 

West end has too many units and is starting to get congested. More houses in the area than apartments would help 

Space to dwell. Strong pedestrian connections. Integrated parkland. Focus on community. Safe crossing. 

Slowing traffic would be great. Wider pedestrian footpaths and more trees. 

Clean it up, its currently (mostly) a mess and there are already a lot of arty, fun, groovy places to visit with things to do. There 
is 
 ample bike & scooter access on the river (100m away) so reduce that priority in favour of pedestrian and bus/car access.  
Definitely remove on street parking (not necessary anyway - most businesses have parking if you need it). Affordable 
housing is  
a joke - this is inner city, you want cheap housing, go to the suburbs. 

1 Possible use of Road as a underground metro route to at Lucia and Indooroopilly  
2 planning height, bulk and location and urban design briefs for key public spaces and places such as the proposed media  
centre for the olympics 
3 underground electricity and improved street lighting. 

Traffic calming 
Protection & maintenance of existing established trees 
Wide footpaths  
Music venues 

Cessation of over abundant high rise 

A protected bi-directional bike lane along Montague Road is a must. The road should also be slowed to make it a quiet, safe  
place for people to gather. The road desperately needs more trees to help cool it down and make it a pleasant place to be. 

Improved traffic flow 

Something to deal with the huge traffic jams on Saturdays. 

Better local access to the side streets, especially in the weekends. 
Future planning that takes into account the growing West End population, especially traffic planning. 

Montague road has always had a busy, diverse selection of businesses and hole in the wall cafes.  I would not like to see 
useful  
businesses like Mappins, the car servicing place on the Mollison St corner, Vinnies, the Art Shed etc displaced by a series of  
boring same same coffee shops and yoga studios or gyms.  This is not West End energy.or variety. The only consideration for  
me is keeping the traffic moving. Coming from the city end I would suggest no right turn into Duncan or Anthony St as they 
are  
straight after a Glider stop.  Access to these streets can easily  be reached by a right turn at the lights at Jane St and then 
taking  
the back service road to these streets. 
I also think lights at the Drake St/ Ferry road/ Montague rd corner are essential.  Pedestrians have to look 5 ways 
simultaneously 



 before crossing here and it is potentially very dangerous.  If the rumour is true that a Dan Murphys shop is moving into the 
old  
Stores site, this would add  
even more traffic to the mix at that corner, as the current car parks would be too small and cars would have to park in the  
woolies carpark. 

Consideration given to current and future housing density, and ensuring suitable access to side streets that is safe to both 
other  
traffic and road users as well as pedestrians while also considerate of the need for traffic to maintain it's 'flow'. 

Improve traffic flow and reduce volume. 
Build a large, modern library and combined community space/s (think Surry Hills in Sydney). 
An outdoor auditorium for performance. 
Restrict height of buildings along Montague Rd. 
More trees/ greenery along Montague Rd. 
Anything and everything that will draw people out of their homes to gather in community/ groups. 
Plenty of shade. 

Ideally future planning for Montague road should be the reformation and revamp of the road itself. Whether this is to 
rebuild  
the roads, or add new infrastructure to make it a Brisbane city landmark. 

Remove all Car Parking 
Logical and Normal Bus stop placement for the 60 (it's such a short route it doesn't need to be "express"). The 192 has too  
many stops and the 60 has too few. Have consistent placement along the length serviced by both routes. 

I would like to see dedicated bike lanes the whole length of Montague road. I would also like to see less car traffic 
congestion. 

Less parking more lanes! Bike bus or cars, anything would be better 

Pedestrian spaces to take precedence over car traffic. Would be lovely to travel through a completely accessible area across 
the  
whole length of Montague Road separate to being directly adjacent to the road itself. 

That they local residents & businesses are able to influence the design, NOT the bleeping developers. 

Off-street parking - I like the Japanese urban model where residents can only have a car if they have an off-street car park.   
Underground rail line from Western suburbs through to Bulimba.  Buses are vulnerable to congestion and are unreliable.  
Development of industrial land from Hanson cement to Kurilpa point needs a master plan that makes it a destination for  
visitors and tourists, not more high density apartments. 

Light pollution at night, you can't see many stars. The blue light isn't good for people and animals. 

Speed controls for cars, incentives for small local business 

Stretscape design to footpaths including trees and seating 

Backup of traffic at lights 

I’d like to see through traffic pushed to other parallel streets 

Resident / businesses having better access. Poor turning lanes off Montague for both holding traffic and public transport up 

Improving safety for multi modal users 

Traffic calming into and inclusive of Dornoch Tce 
A genuine night time economy  
Green space and shaded, climate appropriate design 
Resident parking priority 

No high rise apartment buildings 
Traffic lights or round-abouts at busy intersections  
Pedestrian crossings at busy locations  
More trees along the footpaths 

Better public transport option for larger organisations (like QLD ballet) as their patrons use up car parking and create more  



traffic for the local, smaller streets. 

Population growth 

More trees to address the urban heat island effect due to more hot days with climate change 

Traffic flow. Currently the traffic is jilted when a single car is waiting to turn right in some of the intersections 

No more high high-rise buildings.  
More green space  
Less heavy trucks and industries 

Easy access 

Public transport prioritised (eg bus lanes), the frequency is already good, but PT service can always be improved. 

The cultural, progressive historical character of West End must be prioritised above all else. The West Village development 
is a  
hideous example of how property developers have no concern for whether their development destroys or adds to the 
character 
 of the suburb they're building in. Montague Rd must NOT become like that. 

Road/pot hole maintenance 

Traffic congestion issues need management. 

No building heights above the Neighbourhood Plan, otherwise our suburb loses it's suburban/community feel. 

Priority for buses and cyclists 

Drinking fountains and seats 

Giving People Grants for designing interesting,quirky, and funny Sculptures to  be placed at intervals along Montague Road . 

Pedestrian crossings at northern end (south bris end) 
Better bus services - not all busses stop at reasonable intervals on Montague road  
No change in height limits - keep it the same or less 
Vibrant, social on street businesses - more retail & dining options, less commercial 

Traffic management is essential to accommodate increased pressure between commercial and residential needs. 

Stopping the over-development on Montague Rd which is choking it with cars. 

Less large scale development. More boutique or local businesses rather than large monopolistic businesses. More cycle-
centric  
design for roads. 

Safety. At the moment it is dangerous & deadly. 

It would be sad if it lost its industrial/wholesale roots & became exactly the same as every other new development 

It’s really hot and unpleasant to walk on in summer. Trees or shading over shop fronts would really make a huge difference. 

Do not eliminate containers rechange and recycling station please.  
Keep the social housing.  
Add more green - bushes, trees, flowers 

Reducing private vehicle use through urban design and accessible public transport to reduce traffic volumes 

More street art 

The preservation of open spaces and obtaining more 
retaining of large trees and future planting for more shade 
Keeping building height low to allow natural light 
Stop building down far end of west end with basically one way out in a flood zone. 
Exiting buildings along Montague to improve entry ways and gardens. More murals poetry positive signage colour theme 
Space where small business can pop up or co op. 
Community space where classes  workshops taken ie meditation, drumming craft etc. 

Consideration for the density of residences and commercial operations and the impact this will have on the movement of 
traffic. Perhaps consideration to one-way streets, businesses providing off street parking etc . 



Better connections for pedestrians to the river. 
Increased traffic furniture to slow car traffic. 
More comfortable seating in public space to encourage relaxed setting for people to enjoy the street and the passing parade. 
Less car parking on Montague road and better bike lanes. 
More pop up shops or hole in the wall shops, great creative use of small spaces. 
More tree planting to help improve shade during summer, Montague road becomes very hot to walk down. 

Planning!!!! BCC etc stick to neighbourhood plan, take traffic volume and pedestrian safety into account when approving  
development, prioritise pedestrian crossings, don’t build or build appropriately in flood zone 

It should be a Grand Boulevard like in Paris. Lanes for bikes, trees, and nicer buildings with street frontage. Get rid of 
parking. 

Where there are no traffic lights make it possible for a car to pass a car that is turning right.  Traffic is Jed up often while one  
car is waiting for a chance to turn right 

West End is an inner city suburb and it must cater to high density. I disagree with anti development as I would prefer to see  
density in walking distance to the city than urban sprawl. Nature and wildlife in the inner city is bin chickens, miners and 
bush  
turkeys. We don’t need more of them. Trees yes.  
The lights at Davies park needs to be sorted out as Saturday mornings is a nightmare due to the markets. It needs to be 2 
lanes  
through that intersection to allow traffic to flow. I believe that West End has more than enough green space however more 
tree 
 lined streets would be great. 

Lights around some areas along Montague Rd 

It was really hard to number them 1-5. 
All of the above are important. 

Safety especially for pedestrian traffic 

Lots of people use this road. 
It would be great to have another entry point (I.e bridge) further along. 
For instance from Toowong to west end 

More affordable houses 

A pleasant environment - trees! 

Traffic planning is the big problem, as well as flooding. The precinct generates significant traffic which impacts on 
neighbouring  
streets, and makes accessing the river difficult. The street is dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists. 

With the increase in traffic on Montague Road a turning lane for Buses from Montague Road in to Mollison Street, both 
 directions, would help keep buses on schedule and trucks turning for the cement works. 

Connectivity beyond the corridor, for instance over the Go-between Bridge, William Jolly Bridge, and elsewhere. 

Spaces that are safe and accessible and inclusive regardless of ethnicity, language, ability, religion 

I would like to see more of the side streets between Montague road and the river opened up for ease of local traffic.  If the  
council bought the undeveloped land presently used as a car park between Kurilpa St and Victoria st  and then reclaimed part 
of  
the land occupied by the old telecom site between victoria st and Beezley St, there could be one continuous street extending 
 between Ferry road and Beezley St, parallel to Montague road that could be used by local traffic.  As it stands now, unit 
blocks  
between Ferry road and Kurilpa St have their separate outlet to Montague road; those along Victoria St ;have another 
separate  
outlet to Montague road, and similarly those along Beezley st.  there is not interconnectivity, they are all isolated little 
pockets. 

Less cars. It’s become too busy since Victoria Bridge closed and there are not enough timely crossings. More park space and  
trees. 

Security surveillance cameras around 

Beautification 



Weekend Traffic needs to flow better into Davies Park Markets.  The parking along Davies Park on Weekends should be 
 removed during the weekends so more people can turn left and possibly find a park or not congest the lane that is going  
straight.  Traffic Engineer would know better than me though.  Other than that, traffic isn't that bad on Montague Road.  It's  
quite a good community. 

Definitely also need to make it bicycle friendly. It’s dangerous for cyclists right now. Bus service options need to be increased 
at 
 Montague Markets. It’s crazy that the 60 doesn’t stop there. Especially coming home on the 60 at night it’s a long walk in 
the  
dark to my apartment on ferry road 

The horse has already bolted on the adjustments of streets to deal with the units. So, perhaps some easy transit street on 
the  
river side of Montague to allow cars to use roads other than Montague to exit the area. 
There is a lack of public space, a lack of traffic planning and a lack of footpaths wide enough to become places to stroll.  
Montague will change from industry to social in the next 10 years, and the streetscape needs to anticipate this. 

Reduce speed, fewer parking spaces; protect little streets and stop rat-running. 

More parking 

A post office 

more access points to the river 
reduce dependence/prioritisation of cars (even removing car parking to allow for wider footpaths and cycle lanes) 
wider footpaths 
cycle lanes  
bus prioritisation (especially turning from Montague to Mollison St) 
buses that go full length of Montague Rd (ferry to GOMA) to allow faster access to city - walk across Kurilpa bridge) 

Better social housing/affordable housing. West end is a creative hub that attracts young creatives. With that, there needs to 
be  
affordable housing so students/young people can live close to work.  
More greenery, less warehouses. 

How to reduce the traffic using it! 

Power, internet structures to be flood proof. 

Parking! At the moment, parking along Montague RD at the intersections of Ferry st and Roger st is too close to the  
intersections, blocks vision and creates massive risk. I have seen many near misses on my walks. I contacted council, and 
they  
deemed it fine, and said that the Ferry st issue is actually a commercial loading zone - so they can’t do anything about it, 
despite 
 it being nowhere near the loading zone of any store. Street parking will likely get more problematic with Qld ballet shows on 
 the horizon, as use of these spaces is through driver choice rather than parking availability (the Montague markets have  
sufficient parking underneath). 

I look to the long term future of West End 

any development on intersections need to incorporate good intersection design (drake/montague intersection awful) 
  

16 Duncan st would be a good park, like trees to suck up the water, not another high rise building , coz the construction will 
be  
a vibration that adds on noise pollution and reduce effective plants to absorb the rain water & flood water 

Fun, interest. A popular destination for the wider community not just functional for we locals 

Low-rise buildings and open public access natural parkland space. 
Reduced parking space near intersections improving safety with round-abouts not traffic lights at intersections. 
Adequate zebra crossings for pedestrians. 

192 Bus Extended Service 

Flow of traffic for public and private transport 

That locals are catered for... not just businesses & rude ballet people. 

Please plant shade trees with whatever you decide to do with the road.  It’s barren and hot.  Gardens and seating would be  
fantastic along the route. 

More local business. Less industrial. There’s too much concrete 



*A freeze on further building on the peninsula until transport corridors are sorted out.*Public transport on Montague Rd  
should be free. * All developments should be carbon positive going forward 

Visual difficulty  in pulling out onto Montague Road because of parked cars. More green space, trees and nature strips for 
wild 
 life. More community spaces. More bike parking facilities. 

At least 2 ferry stops on Brisbane River adjacent to Montague Rd please.  
The provision of a Central Market  (for the City) off Montague Rd (City end). 

If cycle ways on Montague Rd are not possible, there is an alternative to close the Riverside Drive from Davies Park down to 
the  
boat ramp (which could be moved as it is predominately hoon jet ski riders that use it) and develop that section of the road 
just 
 like has been done on the south/western side of Davies Park where walkers, cyclists and runners can enjoy the road in safety  
and utilise the water front for picnics and social space. 

Limit apartments and high rise.   Keep the character of mixed business and no increasing of bus routes. 

Shared zones at hubs eg between Thomas Dixon and Montague Markets 

The noise pollution is terrible 

A safe place. Well lit to allow for a feeling of safety at night. An ambience that is not dominated by traffic rather a sense of 
space 
 and open area for people to be in community 

Shady, smart parking 

Reduced speed limits 

Transport planning  
Urban design 
Landscaping 

Slower speed limits and design; walkable safely with aide road prioritising pedestrians; enhanced priority to public and 
active  
transport; strong limitation of rat running via side streets between Hardgrave Rd and Montague Rd: (Raven, Rogers, Harriet,  
Brady Lane, Victoria, Skinner and Ashington Streets) 

Human scale development  
Retaining heritage including recognizing First Nations history and connection 
Good social and community infrastructure  
Parks and green space 
Eco design to reduce the impacts of a changing climate eg flood, heat and smoke 

traffic congestion reduced 

Lowered speed limit 

Cap on further development of residential developments - especially large unit blocks. Montague rd is at capacity.  
We will likely leave west end if development doesn’t calm down. 
Bike lane 

The careful consideration of development, the impact of industry eg cement company the traffic created by high rise  
development, the lack of local access and parking to support the local businesses. The poor transport options eg no bus 192 
on 
 weekends. The poor state of the footpaths in some areas. 

No more high rises 

Buses currently only go as far as Duncan/Mollison Streets. There should be bus options the length of Montague Road to the  
Goma corner.  
Cars are given priority, the speed should be reduced for the full length of the road. 
We need trees and drinking fountain and seating. 
We need to find solutions to get on road parking restrictions. 

not many places to cross roads 
lots of turning points are now blocked off 



More green spaces. Far more parkland due to the huge increase in population, people already use the available space even  
though it is not entirely well kept and inviting. There are several development areas along Montague Road that could be 
 re-purchased and turned into parkland and gathering spaces inclusive of outdoor artworks 

Focus on notion of community 

Very low speed limit 30kmh 

Don't make Montague Rd so crappy that the traffic rat runs through the surrounding areas. 

The glass factory and old buildings need a refurbishment. 
More bars towards Montague markets. 
Cafes / restaurants… 

Less big apt blocks that pour cars onto montague road. Its already struggling with traffic bank ups. 

Less housing apartments 

I am happy for new residences to be built but I would like the height of these to be in line with the other buildings on the 
road  
(about 11 levels) and not gigantic towers 

Improved paths for pedestrians, dedicated bike and scooter lanes on road. 
Ferry stop down from Victoria st off Montague to allow residents along Montague the better access to Ferry 

Montague road needs to be upgraded urgently. The road is not capable of handling the traffic, which is made worse because 
of 
 the current lack of public transport options near the apartments located around  Victoria street and Duncan street. 
Honestly, West End is a case of urban planning failure, all future developments need to be halted until the infrastructure is  
upgraded. Adding more public transport options, with a dedicated bus lane, would be ideal. 
It would also be good to add a new citycat ferry terminal on the riverside at Duncan Street. 

Separate lanes for bikes/scooters to get them off pavement and streets  
More colour and creativity 
Reuse old buildings 

As the main connecting road for the southern end of Montague Road to Brisbane city and beyond, it’s functionality as such  
should not be ignored or compromised by talk of more green spaces and pedestrian access - those functions are delivered by  
the river walk and cycle paths, approximately 200m away. 
Improved flow and increased capacity should be the priority. 

Wheelchair/pedestrian friendly should be standard. 

40KM speed limit, more pedestrian crossings. 

Make it safer to cross for pedestrians, and make it more convenient for cars so they stop driving up the quiet residential 
streets. 
 Some recent initiatives have made the local streets busier because the new traffic lights were poorly considered. 

No more high rise on the street 

Turning arrows on lights at Montague and Mollison street sometimes hard to wait for break in traffic to turn across traffic. 
This 
 intersection is very busy. 

Safety for both motorists and therefore pedestrians by sensible planning ie why was access to Montague Markets and 
future  
Laneways development permitted via Ferry Road without the installation of traffic lights? I would gladly wait at a traffic light  
controlled intersection than run the risk of an accident involving my car or a pedestrian. Extremely poor planning but I guess  
money from developers is more important to this Council!!!      The City Glider No 60 bus should have more stops to  
accommodate travelers. It's a long walk between stops for the elderly or incapacitated particularly in inclement weather or 
in  
the dark (eg the walk from the end of Ferry Road to Cordeaux Street) considering how many stops are in Dornoch Terrace for 
 users on that route. Council say the City Glider cannot perform with extra stops so improve the 192 service so that is more 
user  
friendly. I wish I had never bought in West End...I hate it!! It is so over rated. As the crow flies, it is so close to the CBD but the  
Council has made accessing it ridiculous. Wish I had never left Norman Park...a much nicer suburb except when Council 
stopped 
 the cross river ferry...stupid! 

Reduction in space-wasting major performing arts venues and associated traffic. 



There's no point in doing anything to convert Montague road until heavy vehicles are removed (e.g. concrete trucks). 
Anything  
to increase vehicle congestion would be horrendous for the residents of Duncan Street and around. 

Stop cars parking on it 

No turns without a separate turn lane 

Lower speed limit 

More pedestrian crossings. 

No more high rise development. It must end now. No more chain store such as Woolworths and Dan Murphy. Cap leases to  
allow creative and innovative business. More trees. 

Prioirty to pedestrians. West End should be easily walkable or accessible for people with mobility issues. At the moment, the  
foot paths are unsafe, blocked hot and unpleasant. 
Making pleasant footpaths would encourage more walking. People are more likely to chat to a fellow walker than someone  
zipping along on a cycle or scooter. Greater pedestrian accessibility and small community verge gardens could improve  
community engagement 

No oversized apartment buildings 

Greater consideration of which mode of public transport is most appropriate for this corridor into the future, given spatial  
constraints (or perhaps land resumption conversations also need to occur) 
Density done well – high density, medium scale developments which respond to SE Queensland climate in a responsive and  
sustainable manner. Designed to engage with the street rather than utilising the street as the default plant room / 
substation  
location and car park entry / exit. 
Proactive zoning for affordable housing, to ensure equity in access to public transport and the city centre 

No high rise buildings as the one being proposed by Davies Park. Respect to urban planning. Expand Davies Park to cope 
with  
the intense units living. 

Lighting upgrade 

Traffic calming 

The development of an integrated, comprehensive plan for the better future of Montague Road. The work done by Council in  
Melbourne Street 20 years ago would be a good starting point. 

The traffic lights that have been installed in recent years around Davies Park have created a traffic block and chaos. Perhaps  
round-abouts might be a consideration for better flow of traffic.  
Maintain the Arts focus- must be affordable! 

Reducing number of new builds to 9-11 stories maximum. 

I would like solutions to make the area safer. Currently there is a lot of homeless and accommodation that attracts those 
from  
the lower socioeconomic part of the population. Unfortunately, this brings drug use, alcohol abuse, violence and crime to the  
area. This needs to be addressed to improve the safety of locals. 

Stop long term parking in side streets and riverside and montague. 

Any "vision" for Montague Rd will require the removal/relocation of the heavy industry and its associated noise/pollution 
and 
 traffic impacts which currently hijacks any potential amenity of the precinct. This will remove the current 24/7 operations 
and 
 the associated semi-trailer/B-double and concrete agitator truck movements in and out of Montague spilling onto local 
south  
brisbane streets and would open up access to the river from Hockings street north. Priority must be given to ceasing Hanson  
Concrete's operations and having them move to their facility at Breakfast Creek and putting together a solution for the  
reloaction of parmalat dairy processing. I understand a deal has been done for the critical VISY site which should be the 
catalyst 
 for the other two. 

Dog friendly 
Social and affordable housing 
Theatre/music space that can be accessed by local community. 

Promote more foot traffic 



It's to narrow now  (you can not get past a turning vehicle)  and there is no flow of traffic without stop start constantly 

Safety - the cyclists and scooter drivers are crazy 

That the built form is within the current neighbour hood plan. 
That parking limits delivers the churn to maximise customers. 
Speed limit of 30. 

All of the above I consider important. But my priority above all else is unnecessarily noisy traffic. I live on Jane street and all I  
hear literally every day is people hooning/speeding/racing in noisy cars or on motorcycles. The fitting and use of sports 
exhausts 
 on cars and bikes using public roads should be immediately banned. The relevant authorities have a lot to answer for. 
Nothing 
 seems to be done about this. What they don’t seem to realise is this has a significant impact on people’s mental health. FACT 
!!! 
 This form of aggression, yes, it is aggressive behaviour has no place in public and needs to be stopped immediately!!! 

Safer with more zebra crossings, significantly more shade trees for keeping pedestrians   cooler, wider footpaths, better  
aesthetically looking with more green areas. 

Limit unit development in the area so residents can enjoy a quiet community and have smooth, efficient access in and out of 
the 
 area. 

Less apartments and more community green spaces like Davies Park. Places for the community to gather. The high-rises are  
very concerning for me as a West End resident. I have a child at West End State School and the school is struggling with 
funding 
 for resources for 1400 students and is growing every year by 100 students.  
A tram or something similar connecting residents to the city for work and school would be nice. 

Solve traffic issues 
No more high rise.  
Make it liveable and walkable 
Keep green spaces. More trees. 
No more people; limit high rise. It's overcrowded. 
Problems of flooding 
Ease of getting to/ accessing shops, cafes, gyms  etc. Parking issues. 

Islands should be implemented on sides of roads to stop cars dangerously undertaking turning vehicles. This is very 
dangerous  
to pedestrians and cyclists and also prevents gaps in traffic that allow for safe crossing of the road. Furthermore sections of 
the 
 road should have 30kmh zones with unsignalised pedestrian crossings where pedestrians / cyclists are given priority 
 (zebra crossing, pavement with speed devices). Separate lights for turning busses off Montague Road would help with  
prioritising public transport over private motor vehicled. 

The choices are biased 

There is an excellent cycle path along the river so no need to duplicate that along Montague Road.  Good shady footpaths  
would be great to have. 

Traffic calming, better footpaths, lots of shade. 

I think "all of the above" are important. Trees and spaces for nature and wildlife will help with creating gathering spaces. And  
 
wheelchair and pedestrian friendly design will help with cycling and scooter friendly design. Accessible public transport will  
assist with making the precinct carbon neutral. The only thing that stands out as a challenge is affordable housing because 
there 
 is a lack of land for new developments and I can't see how that fits with current development. Unless co-op housing is an  
option. That would be a larger program? I think that closing off the top of Montague Road from the Ballet School to the river 
and 
 better public transport to the area would definitely assist. 

Dedicated right hand turn lanes 

Thought into the impact of changes on local traffic - recent traffic calming measures on Victoria st and Skinner St have 
 contributed to increased traffic on Ashington St between Montague Rd and Vulture St. I think any further residential  



development along Montague Rd needs to be thoroughly scrutinised as I don’t think further increasing traffic on Montague 
is 
 sustainable. 

Flood plan 
Affordability 
Less congestion on roads  
More parking for Davies Parking 
Free parking 
More bins or less rubbish 

That ferry terminal be installed along the river to assist with traffick and accessibility 

Better traffic management especially on Saturday. Could possibly be achievable with parking facilitiy near Davis Park 

Rogers Street/Montague Rd & Ferry Road/Montague intersections need to be redesigned (i.e. roundabout for Ferry Rd, and 
one 
 way access for Rogers street). Too many cars use these intersections and constantly witness pedestrian and vehicle near 
misses. 
Davies Park Market Ferry Stop for better access to markets and the city while helping to reduce vehicle congestion. 

Getting cars out as much as possible. 

_zebra crossing pedestrian crossings  
_traffic calming  
_no more building in flood zone  
- neighbourhood plan limits adhered to 

In-ground trees, constant public transport, pedestrian and bike focused. Developers don’t pay enough in return for their  
returns. Easier access to the other side of Montague at all times without having to negotiate traffic or stand waiting in fumes.  
A pedestrian-prioritised avenue would facilitate this rightful convenience and safety. 

that pedestrian crossing near Brereton Street needs a traffic light, feels super daunting to cross there. 

Less traffic congestion 

less cars, more trees, better access, activation, safer for riders, less approvals for more units, rent not go up. 

The intersection at Montague markets is extremely dangerous for cars and pedestrians.  It needs to be looked at and a 
solution  
found 

The fabric & structure of the dynamic steel structures of the buildings of glass recycle factory & milk factory would generate  
very interesting  architecture in which to house new needs like community & arts social housing, open park land. Not just  
brick “heritage” buildings.  Essential they keep these interesting buildings or we will erase the interesting buildings & the 
rich  
character of West End. Award winning architect Peter Tonkin of Sydney merges old buildings with new buildings. We need to 
 integrate old & new building fabric. These interesting steel forms and building profiles enrich our skyline. 

As more and more people move to West End, it would be great to see something tackling increased traffic. 

Foot paths are uneven, they need realignment  
Road surface needs resurfacing  
Far too many road signs- visual pollution 
Trees and street gardens  - nicely maintained - this could be handled by a  garden group  
Side street access and lights where appropriate ie Ferry Road  
Pedestrian Crossing between Montague Markets and the Ballet HQ 
Improved bus service - city glider to stop at Montague Markets  
I would like to see more bars,   cafes, live music etc 

Slow the speed for cars down to 30. Make pedestrians priority not cars. Change the space into a green space 

Help develop a strong sense of community. Recognise and protect vulnerable people within the local community (eg 
substance  
abuse/homelessness). Build shared, green spaces. Stop gifting priceless opportunities to short-term profiteers with hidden 
social 
 and health costs (Dan Murphy's). 



Maintenance  of footpaths & road surfaces   
Recognition & support for the many school children who walk, cycle & scooter everyday in dangerous conditions especially at 
 intersections with side streets with no lights or crossings & poor visibility on corners 

Lower rise buildings, less industrial / trade only business, option for indoor markets in some of the industrial buildings 
where  
we can provide more parking options and have a sustainble and all weather option - more near city end - something like 
Victoria 
 markets will be accessible from city. 

I'd like to see Montague rd become more like Boundary Street, with more retail and bars. With less of the older commercial  
business sites like Stockland, QBCC, Tomra, etc. While I'm on the topic, we need more parkland and a decent dog park in the  
area too. Davies Park could be expanded over some of these sites if council bought back the land and the market could be 
 expanded upon if this happened. 

When people are turning right into side streets from Montague Rd, there can be a long queue behind while waiting for a 
break 
 in the traffic. This could be alleviated by removing some parking so cars can navigate around the turning vehicle, but I don’t 
 imagine businesses would like parking removed. More safe crossing points would be helpful - pedestrian refuges. 

No high rise directly on Montague road. Currently developers have maybe voluntarily restricted their projects to 6 stories, 
thus  
avoiding a canyoning effect. The proposed 18 to 20 level towers proposed for the site adjacent Davies Park directly abutting  
Montague road would completely change the look and feel of the road and if approved would possibly set a precedent which  
would be very deleterious. 

More trees along the walkways/footpaths for shade and to bring temperatures down in summer months 

too busy, always blocked in rush hour  
incredibly dusty at all times because the lack of trees  
very unfriendly for pedestrians 

Safety, particularly lighting at night 

Traffic-calming & slower speeds for vehicles. 

 


